**TCS 007D** – Web Design
This workshop will introduce concepts of web pages using html5 and css3. Techniques will apply to cross-platform, cross-browser delivery.
*Instructor: Glenda Drew*
*Meeting Times: Aug 6th & 7th, 12-5pm*

**TCS 170D** – Advanced Web Design
This workshop will expand on concepts of web design and layout as they apply to current standards and trends using html5 and css3. Techniques will apply to cross-platform, cross-browser delivery.
*Instructor: Glenda Drew*
*Meeting Times: Aug 8th & 9th, 12-5pm*

**TCS 007C** – Digital Sound
This workshop will introduce nonlinear digital audio editing using audacity and introductory use of Soundtrack Pro.
*Instructor: Julie Wyman*
*Meeting Times: Aug 27th & 28th, 12-5pm*

**TCS 170C** – Advanced Digital Sound
This workshop will expand on concepts and practices of audio editing, including use of Soundtrack Pro to mix, equalize, sweeten, and master audio for picture and spatial environments.
*Instructor: Julie Wyman*
*Meeting Times: Aug 29th & 30th, 12-5pm*

**TCS 007B** – Digital Video
This workshop will introduce nonlinear digital video editing with final cut pro, including concepts such as resolution, aspect ratio, codecs, frame rate, transcoding, and detailed instruction in basic editing in final cut pro. This course partially fulfills the pre-requisite for TCS 100 in Fall 2012.
*Instructor: Julie Wyman*
*Meeting Times: Aug 20th & 21st, 12-5pm*

**TCS 170B** – Advanced Digital Video
This workshop will expand on concepts of digital video editing, using final cut pro and other software to cover more advanced editing techniques.
*Instructor: Julie Wyman*
*Meeting Times: Aug 22nd & 23rd, 12-5pm*

**TCS 007E** – Topics in Digital Production
This workshop will introduce concepts of motion graphics using After Effects. Techniques will apply to web-based delivery.
*Instructor: Glenda Drew*
*Meeting Times: Aug 13th & 14th, 12-5pm*

**TCS 170E** – Advanced Digital Production
This workshop will expand on concepts of motion graphics, current standards and trends using After Effects.
*Instructor: Glenda Drew*
*Meeting Times: Aug 15th & 16, 12-5pm*